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Report on
FPIC Consultative Meeting with the villages for
Fostering Climate Resilient Farming Systems in Northeast – Nagaland
Free, prior and informed consent (FPIC) is an operational principle empowering
local communities to give or withhold their consent to proposed investment and
development programmes that may affect their rights, access to lands, territories
and resources, and livelihoods. FPIC is solicited through consultations in good faith
with the representative institutions endorsed by communities. It ensures that they
participate in decision- making processes concerning a given development project.
(IFAD, 2015)
Fostering Climate Resilient Farming Systems in the Northeast – Nagaland (FOCUS) is a major
project aimed to increase the income of 137000 farming households and to enhance their
resilience to climate change. The project has been designed to be implemented in 650 villages
spread across 8 districts of Nagaland for 6 years.
As indicated in Chapter 1 para of the Project Implementation Manual, to seek FPIC from the
villagers the members of the Project Implementation Team (PIT) were assigned to conduct
consultative meetings with the representatives of the village. The PIT members were grouped
into four teams and each team was assigned to cover two districts each. However, in view of
the poor transport service in the state and in order to facilitate better participation of the
villagers, instead of meeting at the district Hq, the meetings were held at the block level by
inviting the villagers under the block.
The team was grouped as under:
Team
PIT Members
I
Ms. Alemla Aier & Er. Pfutsulo
II
Mr Sanny Pongen, Dr Along & Dr Auto V
III
Mr. Yhunsenlo & Mr. I. Lipokonen Jamir
IV
Ms. Krutalo Tunyi, Mr. Rampaukai & Mr Rokovisa Chase

District Covered
Mokokchung & Wokha
Mon & Zunheboto
Kohima & Longleng
Kiphire & Phek

From every village the following 10 representatives were invited to be part of the discussion:
1. Village Council Chairman
2. Village Development Board Secretary
3. Two elders representing the land owners
4. Two youth representatives (one male & one female)
5. Two women representatives
6. Two progressive farmers (one male & one female).
In addition to the villagers, the administrative officer, officers of the Agriculture department
and the ATMA support staff of the area were also invited. The Project Support Specialist Mr.
Vengota Nakhro also joined the PIT in one meeting in each district.

During the meeting, the details of the FOCUS project objectives and activities were explained
to the villagers and discussions were held to clarify their doubts regarding the project,
problems in the field and the block in general and suggestions to make the project successful.
Copies of the booklet containing information on the project objectives and activities were
given to the participants with the instruction to convene a general meeting at the village and
explain the contents of the project and to decide if the villagers are willing to participate in
the project implementation in the village. A period of 15 – 20 days was given to the village to
conduct the meeting and submit the minutes signed by the prominent leaders of the village.
The reports on lessons learnt from the FPIC consultative meetings submitted by the team for
the districts has been compiled and presented in Tables 1 to Table 8. Other relevant
information has been given as Annexures 1 – 3.

Table 1 : LESSONS LEARNT FROM FPIC CONSULTATIVE MEETING IN MOKOKCHUNG DISTRICT

Name of the
District

Name of the
Block

Impression

1. Most of the villagers under Mokokchung
district are ready to accept and implement
the FOCUS project, although they are
apprehensive about 3 year’s cultivation in
the same plot.
2. The villagers wanted to know whether the
project will support, in the case of
low/less yields in the second and third
year.
3. Majority of the farmers under this district
Ongpangkong
(N),
practiced Jhum cultivation in community
area basing on the jhum cycle of 8 to 9
Ongpangkong (S),
years (Pouk in local dialect).
Mangkolemba,
4. Wet rice cultivation is commonly practiced
Mokokchung Longchem,
in foothill areas in Tsurangkong block and
Chuchuyimlang,
in some parts of the lowland areas.
Changtongya,
5. Most of the progressive farmer (especially
Tuli, Kobolong,
under Tuli) does not practice community
Tsurangkong.
farming as they have their own farmland.
6. Farmer’s opinion was that, the marketing
avenue can be made available, since they
will be implementing the work according
to the needs of the project.
7. A common query among the farmers was whether the progressive farmers will be
directly benefited by the project

Learning

Challenges & Recommendations

1. Agarwood and Tea has
great potentials in Tuli
area. Also this area is
favoured with fruit crops
such as banana and
pineapple which the
farmers vend for local
consumers.
2. Farmers opined that
relevant trainings can be
imparted as per the
needs of every individual
farming community.
3. Whether
Community
Conserved area already
under forest can be
improved and whether
fund can be availed for
further improvement of
the same.
4. The farmers also wanted
to know if seeds and
other horticulture plants
will be provided and
whether technical expert
and training will be
given.

1. Villagers were of the opinion
that the assistance should
reach the genuine farmer
whenever in need.
2. Lack of market linkages and
connectivity of proper road is
a hurdle for the villagers for
transporting
their
field
products to the local
markets.
3. Activities of Horticulture,
fishery
pond
can
be
supported individually as
these works cannot be done
in compact area.
4. Farmer’s query: whether the
project will support for
mixed cropping of Agar wood
in the jhum as Luyong village
under Tuli block has great
potential for Agar tree.
5. Agri & line departments
activities which are in
convergence with FOCUS
project can be specifically
make known to the support
staff.

Table 2: LESSONS LEARNT FROM FPIC CONSULTATIVE MEETING IN WOKHA DISTRICT

Name of the
District

Wokha

Name of the
Block

Sanis, Wokha,
Chukitong,
Wozhuro,
Ralan,
Bhandari,
Changpang.

Impression

Learning

Challenges & recommendation

1. Many villages have heard about IFAD,
FOCUS and so were keen to learn more
about the project.
2. Most of the farming land is under jhum
cultivation which is practiced annually.
Wet Rice cultivation is however
practiced in the foothill areas like Ralan,
Bhagty and Bhandari.
3. Jhum is practiced with mixed cropping,
based on seasonal calendar. They have
80 varieties of local rice cultivated for
local consumption.
4. Varieties of local vegetables pulses and
cereals are also cultivated for local
consumption.
5. One of the good practices among the
jhumming community of the district is during slashing of jhum, the farmer
lopped the tree stem which support the
vegetable climbers.
6. Many villages were not practicing
Compact area cultivation.
7. Villagers were of the opinion for better
roads. Market infrastructure was found
to be a drawback for the farming
community.

1. Sensitivity of the villagers
has to be kept in mind while
working with them.
2. Proper
awareness/sensitization
about the project/activities
is important before the
actual implementation.
3. Citing examples of others
successful farmers are found
to be effective while
discussion and interaction
with the villagers.
4. Local dialect is found to be
an important tool while
communicating with the
villagers and also local staff
plays a vital role while
working with the village
people.
5. The district has great
potentials for production of
beans, pulses, cereals and
even fruits, nuts and
sugarcane.

1. Poor
road,
market
infrastructures and market
linkages is a great concern.
2. Compact area cultivation was
an issue for some villages.
Therefore, possibility of
cultivation in non-compact
area needs to be studied.
3. The villagers were doubtful
about whether 3 years
jhumming will be productive.
(in the case of nonproductivity from the second
year, what will be the other
source of income for the
villagers? and whether the
project will assist/support
them.
4. Some
villagers
were
apprehensive
for
the
destruction of fields by
natural
calamities
and
queries were made in this
connection.

Table 2 Contd.Name of the
District

Wokha

Name of the
Block

Sanis, Wokha,
Chukitong,
Wozhuro,
Ralan, Bhandari,
Changpang.

Impression

Learning

Challenges & recommendation

6. Livestock is also a main 5. What will be, in the case of
source of the farmer’s
overlapping
of
various
during
off
farm
departmental activities, if the
activities of this district
FOCUS
project
extends
such
as:
Piggery,
supports to the villages
poultry.
Goatery,
which are already existing
duckery. Sericulture is
/ongoing
with
other
commonly taken up in
departmental activities?
Chukitong Block which 6. Whether farmers can be
provided exposure to other
is marketed outside the
farming
community
to
district.
acquaint themselves with
better knowledge.

Table 3: LESSONS LEARNT FROM FPIC CONSULTATIVE MEETING IN MON DISTRICT
Sl. No Name of Block
1
Wakching

Learning
Impression
1. The land is mostly individual land and the 1. The villagers are eager for the
land is allotted to the villagers for
project to be implemented in their
cultivation.
villages.
2. Villages like Hodahoti, Namthai are
bordering to Assam and the village
leaders/ land owners lease out their land
for tea cultivation to people from outside
their village / Assam people.

Challenges & Recommendation
1. Poor connectivity is an issue
for monitoring, for some village
it was easier to come via Assam
– Tizit to reach Mon Town.

2

Chen

1. Commercial cultivation of cardamom is 1. The villagers were more eager for the 1. Small primary processing
done but has a problem of viral value chain component.
units is a prerequisite
infestation.
2. King chilli is also grown very well in this
region.
3. No CCA as many land owners are not ready
to sacrifice their land for CCA.

3

Aboi

1. Commercial cultivation of large cardamom
is carried out in almost all the villages.
However it was learnt that the plantation
were mostly affected by the foorkey
disease according to their observation.
2. Village People were already practicing two
years of jhum cultivation on the same plot
of land.

1. As the villagers were already into two
years jhum cultivation on the same land,
continuing cultivation for another one
more year should not be a big problem
and the villagers were enthusiastic about
the FOCUS project.

1. Marketing problem of
agriculture produce was an
issue which the project needs
to support.
2. Needs of small primary
processing units in the villages.
3. SWC works needs to be
strengthened.
4. Villagers were not much
aware of AFA/VFA incharges of
their villages.

Table 3 Contd...
Sl. No Name of Block
4
Anjangyang

5

Tobu

6

Mon

Learning
Impression
1. Villages are very far from their block
1. The villagers were enthusiastic
headquarters.
about the FOCUS project.
2. It was learnt that there was very less
Agri -related projects at the block.
3. A large number of drop-outs youths
are engaged in agri-activities.

1. Some Villages are very far from the
block headquarters and the villagers
had difficulty to reach the block
headquarters. Some had to walk one
full day to get any sort of
transportation the next day.
2. Many of the Villages were not aware of
the AFA incharges of their villages.
3. Villagers spend almost 365 days in a
year in their field engaged in different
activities.
1. Many villages do not have Community
conserved areas.
2. Some villages were into 1st year white
rice and 2nd year brown/red rice
cultivation in their jhum fields.
3. Villagers depend fully on jhum for their
food.
4. Water sources are seasonal.
5. No idea about TRC and irrigation.

1. The villagers were eager
implementation of the project.

Challenges & Recommendation
1. As there is no separate SDAO
office at Anjangyang block and
the area is covered by SDAO
Aboi, Implementation might
have some hindrances.
2. Marketing of agriculture
produce
needs
to
be
strengthened.
3. Proper sensitization and
trainings on packages and
practices are required.
for 1.
Bad
roads
and
communication will be an issue
during
monitoring
and
implementation of project in
the block.
2. Proper sensitization and
training on package of practices
required.

1. The farmers were apprehensive to go 1. Proper sensitization and
for three years cultivation on the same trainings on packages and
jhum plot.
practices are important.
2. Should strengthen small scale
processing units in the villages.
3. Villagers would like to go for
training and exposure tour to
TRC district.

Table 3 Contd...
Sl. No
7

8

Name of Block
Phomching

Tizit

Learning
1. Many villages did not have Community
conserved areas (CCA).
2. Almost 100% of the farmers engaged in
Jhum.
3. Negligible TRC and no irrigation measures.
4. Some villages were into 1st year white
variety rice and 2nd year brown/red variety
rice cultivation in their jhum fields.
5. Villagers were more interested in value
chain crops.
6. Commercial cultivation of large cardamom is
carried out in almost all the villages.
However it was learnt that the plantation
were mostly affected by the foorkey disease
according to their observation.
1. There was apprehension for three years
jhum on same plot by some villages.
2. Farmers grew millets but they have problem
in grinding so they are discouraged.
3. This block has a vast area of tea garden and
it was learned that the introduction of
honey bee failed which may be due to no
flowering plants.
4. This block also has a very good number of
WRC farmers as well as jhum farmers.
5. In 1st year of jhum they usually cultivate
Rice+ Colocasia.
6. Good number of drop out youths engaged in
agriculture activities.

Impression
Challenges & Recommendation
1. The villagers were enthusiastic
about the FOCUS project.
1.
Strengthen
small
scale
processing units and dryers for
cardamom and king chilli.
2. Soil erosion and depleting soil
fertility an issue in this area.
3. Marketing needs to be
strengthen.

1. Some
villages
apprehensive for 3
cultivation on the
plot.
2. Many villagers were
interested with the
chain component.

were 1. Crops should be selected in such
years a way that it gives the farmers
same good monetary return otherwise
the project will be a failure.
more 2. More sensitization is required for
value the villagers.
3. Drop outs youths would like to
go for pineapple and beetle nut if
supported by the project.

Table 4: LESSONS LEARNT FROM FPIC CONSULTATIVE MEETING IN ZUNHEBOTO DISTRICT

Name of
District

Name of
Block

Impression
1. The response and interaction 1.
was very encouraging, and the
people are into agricultural
activities commercialising their 2.
product.
2. This area could serve as one of
the Model Block for Zunheboto
district.
3.

Zunheboto

Challenges &
Recommendations
The landscape/topography of Asukiqa, Ghokimi, 1. This low fat content
Tsaphimi, Puneboqa, Kitamiarea is mid slope
groundnut can be
and warmer.
explored for the
health
conscious
The people of these villages grow Orange and
people.
ground nut on a bigger scale and scanty Gauva
plantation. Most of the Oranges are sold on the 2. Need for all weather
road connectivity
road side and few sold in Kohima and adjoining
towns.
3. Poor
market
Groundnut in this area is grown since
linkages.
forefathers. It was observed that it was
comparatively larger in size. Some agencies did
research on the ground nuts of this area but it
was found that the fat content is only about 17%
which does not meet the criteria for extraction
of oil. The idea for introduction of high fat
content in groundnut was refused by the
farmers.
Most of the villages practice 2 years of Rice
Jhum with different variety of Rice. Asukiqa
Village: 1st year – Chishoghi; 2nd Year –
Murughi (Brown). Lazami Village: 1st year –
Kathaghi, Chishoghi, Kuloghi, Heniloghi; 2nd
Year – Depending on the soil fertility of the
Jhum plot they cultivate the above variety.
Among all the villages in this block Lazami village
has the highest Mithun population of about 80100.
Learning

Ghathashi

4.

5.

Table 4 Contd.Name of
District

Name of Block

Impression

Learning

1. The response and interaction was 1. Topography of this area has very steep slope 1.
very encouraging. The people of
with vast forest coverage and cold climate.
this area have very poor access or
Alder trees are grown abundantly.
concept
of
marketing
their 2. Most of the villages depend completely on
agriculture produce, but many SHGs
Jhum for rice. Some common crops grown in
and entrepreneur are budding up.
Satakha

this area are Maize, Colocaccia, Ginger, King
Chilly, Coffee (Shena Old village), Potato, Chilly
and Rajma bean.
3. Some villages are densely populated with 2.
Cattle while others are populated with mithun.
Zhekiye Village has about 90 to 100 mithun
population.

Zunheboto

1.

1. Topography, weather and vegetation were
2.
similar with Satakha block

Satoi

Suruhuto

1. Common Jhum plot were shared by
town and village.
2. Every village has CCA, conserving
Blyth Tragopan, Hollock Gibbon,
3. Every villages rear Mithun
1. Though the response was not so 1. Topography is very steep slope with vast forest
good this block has a very large
coverage and cold climate.
potential and could serve as a 2. Crops that are grown and can be
model block of the project. The
commercialized are pea, cardamom, kiwi, soya,
villagers are happy to get support
coffee.
from the project but even without
3. Alder trees are grown abundantly.
any support they will continue with
their own activities.

Challenges &
Recommendations
Most of the villages
depend completely on
Jhum
for
rice.
Therefore,
there
might be a need for
food security if there
is less production in
2nd and 3rd year.
Uncontrolled Cattle
and Mithun herds
encroaching upon the
Jhum field is a big
challenge faced by the
farmers.
Poor
road
connectivity.
Need
for
Market
linkages.

Table 4 Contd.-

Name of
District

Name of
Block

Zbto

Impression
1. Varied crops.
2. TRC is common
3. Attended Training of ATMA
Banana farm school at Sukhalu
Good Women participation

Zunheboto

Aghunato

Learning

Challenges &
Recommendations
1. Zunheboto Block
could be the
Marketing hub of
all other block
crops production.

1. The topography, climate and crops of Aghunato is 1. Market
access
more like Suruhuto with very Steep slope, vast
needed for Kiwi
forest coverage and cold climate. Alder trees are
and cardamom.
grown abundantly.
2. There is a need
2. Crops that are grown and commercialised are
for
potato, rajma beans, pea, cabbage, large
documentation
cardamon, ginger, colocaccia, soyabean, kiwi,
of
various
plum. perilla is also grown in some of the villages.
traditional
3. Keltomi Village is harvesting about 2000 Kgs of kiwi
medicinal plants
and are sold at 150/Kg.
and practices.
4. Cardamom farmers are increasing every year by
hearing the success story of other villages.
5. Medicinal plants such as ginseng, jerrata etc are
available.

Table 4 Cont...
Name of
District

Name of
Block

Atoizu

Akuluto

Impression

Learning

1. Except for two villages the
remaining villages has warm
climate. Ginger and king chilly
grow very well in this area.
2. Aotsakili and Philimi are the two
cold villages where kiwi is
grown prominently.

1. Good practices and production of varied agriculture
and horticulture crops.
2. Produce like kiwi, cardamom are sold at wholesale
price to buyers from Kohima & Dimapur but
marketing seems to be unpredictable.
3. In spite of increasing production there is no
marketing linkages, infrastructure or storage
facilities.

1. This block is comparatively
warmer, with good number of
ginger and naga king chilly
farmers.
2. Cucumber,
colocacia
and
pumpkin are their major cash
crops.

1. Good practices and production of varied
agriculture and horticulture crops are being
followed.
2. Farmers sell their produce on the road side of
Highway, without proper marketing sheds.

Challenges &
Recommendations
1. Need for market
linkages
and
storage
facilities.

1. Market
infrastructure.
2. Market linkage.

Table 5: LESSONS LEARNT FROM FPIC CONSULTATIVE MEETING IN LONGLENG DISTRICT

Name of
District

Name of
Block

Longleng

Longleng

Tamlu

Impression
1. It was found that most of the
villages have already identified the
jhum plots for next year and that
they start cutting the jungle by as
early as October.
2. Common salt was extensively used
for weed control.
3. In some places having long jhum
cycle, 3 or more years of
cultivation is possible.
1. There is only one cluster but the
villages are scattered having
different routes and the crops are
different in the two circles of the
block.

Learning

Challenges & Recommendations

1. The
farmers
were
very 1. Designing an area specific cropping
apprehensive of the possibility of
system to maintain/increase the farm
growing rice in the same jhum
productivity and income shall be a
plot for more than three years.
priority and for which more
information on the soil is needed.
OFT and demonstrations shall be
required.

1. The farmer’s plant cardamom 1. Due
to
very
bad
roads,
along with jhum paddy.
communication and varied agro
2. In Namsang circle betel vine and
climatic
conditions,
commercial
arecanut are the main cash crop
farming in cluster approach will be a
major issue and thus perhaps instead
3. The productivity of paddy and
colocassia has decreased.
of one there should be at least two
clusters.
2. With the productivity decreasing,
three years continuous cropping in
the same field will be challenge and
thus an in-depth study is required

Table 5 Contd.-

Name of
District

Longleng

Name of Block

Sakshi

Impression

Learning

Challenges & Recommendations

1. Hongnyu village which already 1. The farmers seems to be 1. With the area being remote and
has a VDB since 2014 was
innovators to early adopters
without proper transport system
found to be left out from the
and ready to try out new
attracting buyers might be a
list.
technologies if there is
challenge and thus we may have
assurance
of
proper
to concentrate on low volume
2. The villagers have felt the
need to have a strong
marketing and post project
high value crops and/or setting
marketing mechanism for a
sustainability.
up processing centres.
project to succeed.
2. Some villages may not be so 2. The sustainability of the activities
3. During the trial run it was
comfortable working with
post project period has to be
found out that the area grows
other villages.
ensured by evolving a mechanism
pineapple of good quality
to manage the common assets by
which were sold at as low as
the farmers.
even ₹ 5/pc.
3. Betel vines cultivation can be
4. There is need for more Agri
encouraged in the CCA.
link roads.
5. The farmers do not maintain
common farm infrastructures
like irrigation channels.
6. In the past, exotic pigs
introduced in the villages did
not adapt well.
7. Betel vines grown in the
forest along the Dikhu river
bank and vines grown on a
particular tree found in the
region gives the best taste.

Table 6: LESSONS LEARNT FROM FPIC CONSULTATIVE MEETING IN KOHIMA DISTRICT
Name of
District

Name of Block

Jakhama

Kohima
Sechu-Zubza & Kohima

Chiephobozou

Impression

Learning

Challenges & Recommendations

1. The jhum plots are on private 1. While it might not be 1. Justifying the lower rates for
lands and scattered. All the
difficult to cultivate the
the similar activities compared
villages practice TRC.
jhum for more than 3
to other agencies shall be
years, some villagers were
difficult.
2. The
jhum
is
mostly
concerned with the rates 2. Supervising the field activities
potato/vegetable based and
in the scattered jhum field shall
cultivated for 2 or more years
for different activities and
and the jhum cycle ranges from
be difficult and thus supervision
were not very impressed
as short as 3 years to 10 years.
system in the line similar to
with the rates.
participatory guarantee system
2. Some villages on the other
hand were eager to be a
(PGS) may be evolved.
3. Micro finance, co-financing and
part of the project.
even convergence may be
considered.
1. The jhum plots are on private 1. The villagers do not trust 1. Same a Sl 1 & 2 above.
lands and scattered.
some agencies on financial 2. Developing a good financial
flow system and earning the
2. In the past the farmers were not
matters as they have faced
been paid what they have been
before with some other
trust of the farmers will be
agencies.
crucial for the success of the
promised for farming activities.
project.
1. The jhum farmers are less and 1. Same as above
1. Although the present village
scattered.
leaders
might
not
be
2. They are very apprehensive of
interested.
However,
the
the fund flow system based on
farmers may want to be
included in the project.
the past experiences.
3. The absence of many Village
Council chairmen in the meeting
gave the impression that they
are not keen to the project.

Table 6 Contd.Name of
District

Name of Block

Botsa

Kohima

Tseminyu

Impression

Learning

Challenges & Recommendations

1. Some villages do not have 1. Most villages perceive the 1. With chilli, which cannot be grown
community land.
project to be beneficial for
repeatedly in the same plot, as one
2. Ginger and king chilli is grown for sale
the people.
of the main marketable crop,
mostly in the local market.
developing a chilli based cropping
2. The marketing of products
system for three years shall be a
3. Rice is the dominant crop in the
shall be important factor for
jhum.
the success of the project in
main challenge.
the area.
1. The villagers are scattered in the 1. The
farmers
were 1. Jhum farmers consider burning as
block.
concerned with the pattern
one of the most effective way to
2. The jhum plots are also scattered and
of assistance and they are
control weeds in a jhum field and
there was indication that some
willing to take up the
in the 2nd year jhum weeding is
project but will largely
the most labour intensive and they
villagers in a village will be hesitant to
cultivate for three years.
depend on the pattern of
resort to salt application which is
3. It will be difficult to control the
assistance.
not
environmentally
friendly.
weeds in the 2nd and 3rd year jhum 2. The price of colocasia
Mulching
or
innovating
a
mechanical hand held weeder for
plots.
(elongated var.) is increasing
4. The yields of colocasia were
considerably.
hill might be necessary to
overcome this challenge.
decreasing in the jhum field.
2. Implementation and monitoring
will be difficult.
3. Testing of soil for colocasia
cultivation may be required.

Table 6 Contd.Name of
District

Kohima

Name of Block

Chunglika

Impression

Learning

Challenges & Recommendations

1. The jhum plots are scattered but 1. The villagers are eager to 1. The over lapping of the
some are willing to adopt in a
implement the project and
programme in the same villages
compact area along with the existing
are also willing to set up
might pose a problem for
permanent orchard, tree plantation
nurseries for locally available
monitoring and evaluation of the
and other cash crops.
crops and fast growing trees.
project in these villages.
2. The farmers are interested on the 2. Some villages have NAFCC, 2. Marketing of agricultural produce
pig breeding in the locality.
MOVCDNER programmes in
has been a problem and shall
the village which are similar to
need support.
FOCUS project.

Table 7: LESSONS LEARNT FROM FPIC CONSULTATIVE MEETING IN KIPHIRE DISTRICT
Name of
District

Kiphire

Name of
Block

Kiphire,
Sitimi,
Longmatra,
Pungro,
Khongsa.

Impression
1. Kholar, maize, soyabean, long bean
are the major crop grown in the area.
The crops are grown over a large
extend of area starting from
Longmatra to Kiphire and beyond.
2. Maize is grown first during kharif and
then followed by kholar during the
rabi season and this practice of relay
cropping give the farmer double
income in one year.
3. The practice of jhum in the district is
that of complete slash and burn and
the number of years of cultivation
varies from village to village but
mostly
annual
cultivation
is
prominent.
4. There are large extend of fallow lands
all along the village vicinity, except for
the few standing medium sized broad
leaf trees here and there along the
way.
5. Little soil conservation measures are
practiced in the district.

Learning
1. The response and interaction was very 1.
encouraging and the people are into
agricultural activities commercialising
their products.
2.
2. Maize is grown first during kharif and
then followed by kholar during the rabi
season and this practice of relay
cropping give the farmer double income
in one year.
3. It is learnt that most of the villages
under Kiphire district cultivate even for
more than 6-7 years. The villages
situated near the Saramati range could 3.
cultivate for only one year due to cold
climatic condition.
4. Fallow land management is going to be a
priority in the district through which the
existing large areas under fallow can be
regenerated
through
natural
regeneration or can be assisted also.
4.

Challenges &
Recommendations
Selection of suitable crop
for those villages situated
in the Saramati range.
Soil
and
water
conservation works like
log
bunding,
stone
pitching, earthen bunds,
water harvesting structure
etc. can be implemented
in the current jhum as well
as
the
fallow
management.
Establishing
a
good
marketing infrastructure
and marketing linkages
will help the community to
get more benefit and
avoid exploitation by
market
agents
and
minimize wastages.
Introduction of some
micro processing units for
milling maize will help the
communities a lot.

Table 7 Contd.Name of District

Kiphire

Name of Block

Kiphire,
Sitimi,
Longmatra,
Pungro,
Khongsa.

Impression

Learning

Challenges & Recommendations

6. Market infrastructure is lacking 5. It is learnt that the villagers were
in the area and the district being
often exploited by the middle men
far flung and with less
or agents when it come to marketing
connectivity is facing lots of
of their produce. Most of the
problem
with
regard
to
farmers being poor cannot effort to
marketing of produce like maize,
transport the produce on their own
beans and kholar.
to bigger markets like Kohima and
7. No micro processing units
Dimapur and they had to depend on
the agents. Sometimes the farmers
related to the agriculture
produce are seen in the district.
get only meagre returns for the
8. Participation of the community
produce like maize and kholar.
in the project activities are good 6. It is also learnt from the interaction
with good women participation
that there are certain number of
as well. Cluster formation and
villages which needs re alignment of
village accessibility are found to
cluster, considering the social and
be a bit incoherent.
accessibility issues.

Table 8: LESSONS LEARNT FROM FPIC CONSULTATIVE MEETING IN PHEK DISTRICT
Name of
District

Phek

Name of
Block

Sekruzu,
Chetheba,
Pfutsero,
Chizami,
Phek,
Meluri,
Wazeho.

Impression

Learning

Challenges & Recommendations

1. Upland TRC is the main source of
sustenance for the villages and most
of the fields are located in the vicinity
of the village, usually beneath the
water catchment area of the village.
2. Jhum cultivation is being practiced
only by some villages in the district,
where they cultivate local varieties of
rice, vegetables, beans and pulses,
cereals etc for local consumption.
Jhum cultivation is mostly annual,
except in some areas like Akhegwo
where they go for 3-5 years jhum.
3. The number of fallow land in the
district is lower as most of the fallows
and unworkable terrains are utilised
for forest conservation and cultivation
of other crops.
4. The district has progressed well in
terms of production of fruit and
vegetable crops like Kiwi, Persimmon,
cabbage, cauliflower especially in
Pfutsero area with the assistance of
state horticulture dept.

1. The people are practicing a traditionally
advanced system of cultivation with
respect to seasonality, crop selection
and soil and water conservation system.
The Zabo system of water storage being
evolved in the district is greatly
supplementing water availability.
2. The people have rich seed banks in the
form of community seed banks
promoted by Northeast Network
especially in Chizami block of the district,
where they could successfully preserve
local varieties of seeds in the village
itself.
3. Most of the lands are seen to be under
settled farming system or in transition
towards settled agriculture.
4. The district has potential for fruit and
vegetable crops and has been producing
them in large quantities, improving the
livelihood of the farmers. The farmers
are faced with lack of market
infrastructure and markets linkages and
are in dilemma and remain at the mercy
of the middle men.

1. Emphasis can be laid on
improving
the
existing
terraces, soil fertility and
promote the Zabo system
wherever feasible.
2. Improve upon the traditional
system of cultivation and
provide better infrastructure
for community seed banks.
1. The fallow lands can be
better
managed
by
introducing agro-forestry and
legume crops.
4. Instead of resorting to
outside
crops,
the
community
can
be
encouraged to take up local
crops which are more
climates
resilient
and
adaptable.
5. Emphasis can be given in skill
development of the youth
force and providing them
with avenues for more bank
financing
and
entrepreneurial venture.

Table 8 Contd.Name of
District

Phek

Name of
Block

Sekruzu,
Chetheba,
Pfutsero,
Chizami,
Phek,
Meluri,
Wazeho.

Impression

Learning

5. The local community are the main work
force that carry out any kind of activities
like jhum cultivation, TRC, forestry and
other off-farm
6. Activities like masonry, basketry etc. and
they depend less on work force from
outside.
7. The district is having good forest cover,
with every village having their own
community
conservation
forest
improving the watershed area.
8. Common livestock that the people take
up are like piggery, poultry and to some
extend goatery. Some farmers also took
up rearing honey bees and silk worms,
fishery and even mithun rearing in some
villages.
9. The overall response from the people of
the district for implementation of the
project is very encouraging. Their
enthusiasm towards the project can be
seen in their meeting attendance and
the way they co-ordinate with their
peers in the villages.

5. The community strongly belief in
dignity of labour and are quite
entrepreneurial and capable of self
reliance.
6. There are also CCAs encompassing the
jhum area or even lying in between the
jhum fields, that the villagers leave
aside from cutting down, mainly for
purpose of firewood and poles that
they required to meeting their
domestic demands.
7. The livestock produced in the district
could meet the domestic demand for
meat. They have also banned import of
pork from outside thereby improving
their self reliance and allaying cash
drain.
8. The age old practice of rearing mithun
is always associated with some degree
of human-animal conflicts, related to
issues of grazing and crop destruction.
9. The village authorities are impressed by
the way the project is being designed
and they are confident that the project
is going to revolutionize the cultivation
system in the district.

Challenges &
Recommendations
6. More areas can be
brought under CCA and
community
firewood
reserves.
7. Emphasis can be laid for
Livestock sanitary and
health
services
and
marketing linkages.
8. Proper
planning
and
implementation of project
activities is needed.
9. The community has to
have clear understanding
among them and ensure
that every farmer is
benefitted through the
project.
10. Formation of aggregation
centres and facilitating
proper market linkages as
to be established.

Table 8 Contd.Name of
District

Phek

Name of Block

Sekruzu,
Chetheba,
Pfutsero,
Chizami,
Phek,
Meluri,
Wazeho.

Impression

Learning

Challenges & Recommendations

10. The issue of jhum boundary came up with
respect to some of the villages who are having
offshoot villages, like Hutsei, Avakhung, Thewati
and others. The problem here is, the original
village being taken up under JICA and the
offshoot village coming under FOCUS-IFAD
project and in some village, the people having a
common jhum where both the project village as
well as the non-project village cultivates in the
same piece of land.
11. Lack of proper road connectivity and market
infrastructure in the district seems to be a major
hurdle in the way of progress of the people
despite their hard work and commitment.

10. Again the apprehension that
the people have here is the
original village were not
coming under FOCUS-IFAD
project. Therefore, they may
hesitate to give no objection
on the ground that, all farmers
cultivating the same piece of
jhum may not get the benefit
of the project.
11. The people market their
produce in bigger markets like
Kohima and Dimapur but they
were often monopolized by
their
marketing
agents,
reducing their profitability.

Annexure 1: Notification for FPIC Meeting/Exercise

Annexure 2: FPIC Project Information Booklet
Free, Prior and Informed Consent (FPIC) for
Fostering Climate Resilient Upland Farming System in Northeast - Nagaland
1. About FOCUS – Nagaland Project
Fostering Climate Resilient Upland Farming System (FOCUS) – Nagaland recognises the
uniqueness of shifting or Jhum cultivation and seeks to improve it by building upon traditional
knowledge and improving Jhum and farming system in the villages.
2. Objective of FOCUS:
The overall objective of the project is to increase the income of 137000 farming households
and enhance their resilience to climate change.
3. Coverage of the Project:
The Project will be implemented in 668 villages across 8 districts namely Mon, Longleng,
Mokokchung, Zunheboto, Wokha, Kohima, Phek and Kiphire. The project will exclude villages
where JICA project is being implemented. Tuensang and Peren districts are excluded because
they are covered by Northeast Rural Livelihood Project supported by the World Bank, and
Dimapur is excluded because it is mostly plain area.
4. Project components and activities: a brief overview
Component 1: Improved Jhum Management will promote proven and emerging climate
resilient best practices and include the following.
1.1 – Better jhum and conservation will support: (i) capacity building of staff, lead farmers and
farmers; (ii) land use planning to develop rational and sustainable systems for village land
utilisation; (iii) better jhum management through introduction of a package of improved
practices for soil and fertility management, crop production, agro-forestry and fallow
management; and (iv) community forest conservation with re-vegetation and soil conservation.
The project in total will support …11700 ha for soil water conservation under current jhum;
26000 ha for legume cover crops, 16250 ha for low cost bunds under fallow management in
jhum, and 20ha of community/village forests.
1.2 - Settled agriculture will support: (i) existing rice cultivation on the lowlands through short
duration seeds, fertility improvement techniques and improved cropping intensity; and (ii)
existing orchards and plantation through demonstration of soil and water conservation works,
improved planting materials and planting of high value trees. The project in total will support
9750 ha of existing terrace cultivation, and 9750 ha of upland settled agriculture.
Component 2: Value chain and market access
2.1 - Value chain development will support: (i) production support for clusters of marketorientated spices such as large cardamom, chilli and ginger, including supply of planting
materials and training; (ii) marketing support for a range of cash crops and other jhum crops
with marketable volume; (iii) livestock support largely covering pigs with support for breeding,
feed improvement, and animal health; and (iv) innovation support for testing and
dissemination of innovative technologies and approaches for agriculture, livestock and
marketing. The project will support 4,000 ha of spice production support in the state.
2.2 Cluster approach: A cluster approach for promotion of select value chain commodities will
be adopted wherein adjoining villages sharing the same road connection will form a cluster,
which ensures economies of scale. Cluster ensures collective procurement of agriculture inputs

and business development services i.e. transportation and logistics services to make these
services economical for the value chain farmers. The project will support existing and new
value chain farmers to become part of clusters selected under the project
The project intends to promote cover crops for soil fertility improvement, fruit trees, and
timber trees. All the species intended for use will be indigenous to Nagaland. The project does
not support monoculture and will support only existing crops with better seedlings and
package of practices and introduction of tree crops for erosion control. Village forests and
community level seed preservation will be encouraged for promotion of local varieties.
5. Project implementation approaches:
1. The project will use the services of existing Agricultural Field Assistants (AFAs) / Soil and
Water Conservation Assistants (SCAs) / Veterinary Field Assistants (VFAs) after providing
them adequate training.
2. The project will also identify a Lead Farmer from each village and train them in various
aspects of jhum improvement covering soil and water conservation measures, fertility
enhancing cover crops, improved traditional varieties of seed, tree crops and in managing
nursery. The project will support these Lead Farmers to establish an intervention of their
choice in the form of demonstration, establishing nursery on need base and demonstration
of livestock interventions. These Lead Farmers will be the focal points for implementing
village level activities and will be supported by Block/Circle level line department officers
and the project staff. The project will support Lead Farmers in the establishment of plant
nurseries and supply of planting material to the interested farmers.
3. The project will facilitate the community to prepare a Participatory Land Use Plan (PLUP).
Based on the PLUP and also land suitability classification maps, Village Councils will have to:
i. Identify lands suitable for growing various crops based on the slope, altitude and soil
texture, and to allocate land based on this scientific information for jhum, settled
agriculture and community forest conservation areas;
ii. Fix boundaries for land allocated for settled agriculture;
iii. Decide on the crops to be cultivated to ensure development of economies of scale
required for accessing markets; and
iv. Identify location for Community Conserved Areas.
4. The project will promote Commodity Interest Groups (CIGs/ Farmer Interest Groups (FIGs)
to take up activities related to current jhum improvement and fallow jhum management.
Each FIG/CIG will comprise of 10-20 farmers and each member of the FIG/CIG will be
connected to 20 jhum families and these 20 households will be the associates of FIG/CIG
members. The project will train FIG/CIG members and provide project support for
implementation of activities.
5. Approaches for Jhum Improvement: Based on the land use planning maps, the farmers will
be encouraged to earmark the ridge and steep slopes for permanent tree farming, and side
slopes for crop farming along with trees, including fruit trees. The farmers will be
encouraged to create fire lines to prevent the spread of fire outside the land allocated for
jhum. Farm planning will be undertaken in such a way that high nutrient requiring crops are
grown in the first year of jhum cultivation and lesser nutrient requiring crops in subsequent
years due to the natural decline in soil fertility. Farmers will be trained in all these aspects.
6. All jhum farmers will be covered in current jhum improvement strategy. The support will be
spread over three years to ensure that the jhum farmers continue cultivation in the same
area without subjecting other new plots to be slashed for cultivation.
7. During the first year, the project with support the Lead Farmers to form a FIG/CIG in each
village.

8. The project will support the construction of water harvesting ponds, low cost bunds, and
trenches that will improve the availability of moisture for the cultivated crops. This will be
complemented by planting of the leguminous crops on contour bunds.
9. The project will promote line sowing of crops with proper row and plant spacing, to
increase the possibility of using farm implements and to control weed growth. Mulching
using local materials, planting soil enriching plants on the bunds to improve farm
productivity and income of the farmers in the short and medium term will be promoted.
10. The project support will be spread over three years to ensure that the jhum farmers
continue cultivation in the same area. During the first year, the project will provide all
support related to jhum improvement such as soil and water conservation works,
introduction of improved package of practices. During second year, the jhum households
will be required to take up cultivation using their own resources on the same jhum plot.
11. During the third year, subject to completing low cost in situ conservation works, taking up
cultivation on the same plot using their own resources without shifting to the next jhum
plot, the project will provide additional planting materials from the Lead Farmers.
12. The project will support low cost contour bunding, trenching, creating terraces using
vegetative strips of fast growing plant/tree species and grasses, such as, Alder, Perennial
pigeon pea etc. The project will support seeding the fallows with both, annual and
perennial legume cover crops, such as the perennial pigeon pea, velvet bean and also wild
sunflower.
13. To encourage settled agriculture, the project will support activities in the existing terrace
rice cultivation for improving the soil fertility, productivity and cropping intensity; and in
sloping uplands promote vegetable gardens, orchards and plantations by supporting soil
and water conservation measures, soil fertility, providing planting materials. The project
will promote FIG/CIG and provide training on improved farming systems and better agrotechniques for the chosen crops and production of improved seeds.
14. Cluster approach: A cluster approach for promotion of select value chain commodities will
be adopted wherein adjoining villages sharing the same road connection will form a cluster,
which ensures economies of scale for marketing players to get into business partnership
with value chain farmers and collective procurement of agriculture inputs and business
development services i.e. transportation and logistics services to make these services
economical for the value chain farmers. The project will support existing and new value
chain farmers to become part of clusters selected under the project.
15. Two Community Resource Persons (CRP) per cluster shall be identified, trained and assisted
for establishment of nurseries of identified commercial crops. The CRPs will support the
CIGs by providing quality planting materials.
16. To facilitate production based on market needs, the project will support establishment of a
Marketing Unit. This Unit will produce market intelligence reports, conduct market studies,
identify market linkage partners, and policy reforms required for marketing of agricultural
and horticultural produce.
17. To increase household income and utilisation of crop by-products, support will be provided
for livestock production especially of pigs by establishing small pig breeding units and
provide improved piglets to individual farmers on 50:50% cost basis. Other livestock such as
poultry chicks, goat, fishery etc may also be supported.
6. Project Management
State level Project Management: In order to implement this project, GoN has established a
society named Society for Climate Resilient Agriculture in Nagaland (SoCRAN) under the
APC’s Office, GoN.

The PMU will be responsible for (a) programme planning, implementation and monitoring;
(b) financial management and procurement; (c) management and administration and (d)
co-ordination with GoI and IFAD,
District Management Units (DMU): The project would establish a DMU in each district
within the District Agriculture Office. The District Agriculture Officer (DAO) would be the
District Project Manager (DPM). DMUs would function as an outpost of SoCRAN in each
project district. The Deputy DAO will be assigned to deal exclusively with the project
activities who would be the Field Coordinator of the project, on full-term basis. DMUs
would be authorised to release funds based on the sanctioned Annual Work Plan & Budget
(AWP&B).
 PMU and DMU will undertake supervision of the field level activities and ensure
implementation of project activities as planned.
 PMU will submit regular reports to the Governing Council of SoCRAN.
 Action taken report will be submitted on the recommendations of IFAD’s Supervision
Mission reports within 30 days from the date of receipt of management letter.
 PMU to conduct annual outcome survey in collaboration with DMUs every year starting
from second project year and submit a report by end January every year.
 Maintain pictorial evidence of pre-project and post scenarios with respect to activities
implemented under the project. Take google pictures of the jhum plot and other plots
in each village every year for comparison purposes.
7. Implementation Partners
1. Village Councils: The village councils would be the focal point for implementation of the
project activities mainly with regard to obtaining consent for implementing the activities.
This project being a jhum improvement project would coordinate with the Village
Council.
2. Village Development Boards (VDBs): The VDBs will assist the Village Council in the micro
planning and implementation of the project.
3. Jhum Resource Management Committees (JRMCs): The project would establish a JRMC
in each village. These JRMCs would be the focal point for project implementation. The
JRMC would comprise equal number of male and female members with membership of
lead farmers, SHG/society members and jhum farmers. The chairperson of Village
Council and also Secretary of VDB would be the members. JRMCs would elect a
Chairperson, a Secretary and a Treasurer who would manage the day-to-day activities
of the JRMC.
4. Farmer Interest Groups (FIGs)/Commodity Interest Groups (CIGs): The project will form
FIGs/CIGs for: (i) jhum and fallow management; (ii) wet rice cultivation; (iii) support to
existing orchards; settled upland farming and (iv) value chain crops production.
FIGs/CIGs would comprise of rural households interested in taking up a common
economic activity. Each FIG/CIG will open a bank account for receiving project benefits.
5. Self Help Groups/Societies/Associations: The project would also support SHGs that have
been promoted under various government programmes. These SHGs would be used to
implement non-farm activities and livestock related activities.
6. These community based organizations would be supported by Lead Farmers,
Community Resource Persons and Community Animal Health Workers (CAHWs). The
project intends to identify and support these community level workers through training
and establishment of demonstrations. Block/Circle level officers of the line departments
would be the main link between the Village level workers and the District Management
Unit (DMU) for planning, implementation facilitation and supervision.

8. Outcomes
The major outcomes of this project will include:
1. 70% of the jhum households farming for three or more years on the single plot without
shifting to other site for cultivation.
2. 75% of the households reporting increase in more than 100% in household income.
3. Soil quality is better on jhum land.
4. Number of trees increased to at least 20 per ha on jhum land.
5. Households in the villages reporting adoption of use of farming with trees, soil and water
conservation, improved planting material and integration with livestock.
6. Gross returns from spices increased.
7. Gross returns from livestock increased
9. Project funds:
This project will be implemented for a period of 6 years from 2018-2024. It is financed by a
loan of USD 40.5 million from the International Fund for Agricultural Development (IFAD).

Annexure 3: Sample of Meeting Minutes

PHOTOS OF MEETING

At Tuli Block, Mokokchung District

At Changtongya Block, Mokokchung District

Chukitong Block, Wokha District

Sanis Block, Wokha District

PHOTOS OF MEETING

At Aboi Block, Mon District

At Tobu Block, Mon District

At Pughoboto Block, Zunheboto District

At Satakha Block, Zunheboto District

PHOTOS OF MEETING

At Sakshi Block, Longleng District

At Longleng Block, Longleng District

At Jhakama Block, Kohima District

At Chiephobozou Block, Kohima District

PHOTOS OF MEETING

At Pungro Block, Kiphire District

At Khongsa Block, Kiphire District

At Chizami Block, Phek District

At Phek Block, Phek District

